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PATTERN OF INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN INDIA:
1953-55 TO 1963-65

By P. A. OJHLA and V. V. BHATT
Beeerve Bank of India

and
Economic Deveopmtai I,.atitu, World Bink

SUMMARY. An attempt is made in this paper to estimate the inoome distribution
pattern in India duxing 1963-65 by using broadly the smei methodology as was used earlier to
estimate the pattern during the period 1953-W5,2 with some modifleations as axe oalled for in
the light of the available data,

1. METHODOLOGY AND ETIMATION FROONCDUARUB

XIn the earlier studies, 'household' was taken as an income-reoipient unit.
For this purpose, per capita expenditure brackets as given by the NIational
Sample Survey (NSS) were converted into per household expenditure bra-
ckets. This procedure is not analytically sound as household size varies with
expenditure brackets. The error involved is unlikely to be large. However,
for the sake of accuracy, since the NSS data are given in the form of per
capita expenditure brackets, 'individual' is taken as the income-recipient unit
for this study.

The estimates are made for two periods; period I covers years 1953-54
and 1954-55, while period H refers toyar 1963-64 and 1984-85. The NSS
data are available in the published form only up 1964-65. Since year to
year fluctuations in the NSS data do not seem to be plausible, years have
been grouped in such a way as to give a reliable picture.

The 1851 Census figures are taken for population and the population
estimates for 1953-54 and 1954-55 are made on the basis of an annual growth
rate of 2 per cent. The 1963-64 and 1964-65 population estimates are derived
from the observed annual growth rate of 2.3 per cent during 1961-71 on the
basis of census estimates.

The breakdown of the total population into rural and urban population
is estimated on the basis of the urban population proportions as presented in

*Authors acknowledge with gratitude the valuable aasistanoe they received fromi M. K
V. Raghavasliari of the Retserve Bank of India.

1P. D. Ojha and V. V. B3hatt-Pattern of Inoome Distribution in an lUndar-D vlope Bea-~
nomy - A Case Study of India: American Eoomic Review, September 1964 and Deemuabdr 196.

2P. D). Ojha and V. V. Bhatt-Distribution of Ineonwie n the Indian Eonomay: 3653-54 to
1966-57-mhwve Bask of India Bul~din, September 1962.
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the Ministry of Labour and Employment Study.3  For the years 1963-64 TABLE 2. DISTRIBUTION OF DISPOSABLE INCOME (BY INCOME

and 1964-65 the urban population is estimated on the basis of the rate of GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS)
(per cent)

growth observed during 1961-71. Rural population is derived as a residual
by subtracting urban population from total population. period I period I

income group
The urban and rural saving estimates are based on the Reserve Bank (docile) rural urban all-India rural urban all-India

studies.4 5  It is assumed that the top expenditure bracket is responsible 1st 4 3 3 3 2 3
for the total net saving and the brackets saving by some groups are offset 2rd 4 4 4 4 4 4
by dissaving by the other groups.6  It is difficult to imagine continuous 4th 5 5 5 7 5 6
dissaving by any one group taken as a whole year after year. Anyway, in the 5th 8 5 5 9 6 6

6th 8 8 8 9 7 7absence of any reliable data, this assumption is made as a working hypothesis. 7th 10 8 9 10 7 9
8th 12 11 11 12 11 12

2. CHANGES IN THE PATTERN OF INCOME DISTRIBUTION 9th 15 15 18 17 13 13

SOME BROAD RESULTS 10th 29 37 34 23 41 35

Income distribution patterns during the two periods are shown in Tables total 100 100 100 100 100 100

1, 2, 3, and 4. The broad conclusions that emerge from these estimates are coeffioient of concentration 0.341 0.392 0.371 0.319 0.448 0.375
the following: Note: Period I refers to years 1953-54 and 1954-55 and Period II refers to years 1963-64 and

TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONAL INCOME (BY INCOME 1984-6
GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS)

(per cent)

TABLE 3. DISTRIBUTION OF CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE (BY

income group period I period 11 INCOME GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS)
(decile) rural urban all-India rural urban all-India (per cent)

Ist 4 2 3 3 2 2 period I period II
2nd 4 3 4 4 4 3 income group
3rd 5 4 5 8 4 5 (decile) rural urban all-India rural urban all-India
4th 5 5 5 7 5 6
5th 8 6 6 8 6 6 2st 4 3 5 5 3 5

6th 8 7 8 9 7 7 3rd 5 5 5 6 5 5
7th 10 7 9 11) 8 94th 6 5 5 7 6 6
8th 11 11 11 11 10 10 4th 8 7 7 9 7 7
9th 15 16 14 18 12 13 8th 8 8 8 9 8 9

10th 30 39 35 24 42 39 7th 10 10 10 11 10 10
total 100 100 100 100 100 100 8th 11 11 10 11 11 12

9th 16 15 15 16 16 14
coeficient of concentration 0.343 0.401 0.376 0.324 0.459 0.382 10th 28 32 30 22 29 27

Note Period I refers to years 1953-54 and 1954-55 and Period II refers to years 1963-64 and total 100 100 100 100 100 100
1984.65. ___________ _____________________________

coefficient of concentration 0.331 0.366 0.354 0.311 0.361 0.338
sGovernment of India, Ministry of Labour and Employment, National Employment Service,

Unemployment in Urban Area, New Delhi, March 1959, p. 12. Note: Period I refers to years 1953-54 and 1954-55 and Period II refers to years 1963-64 and

'Estimates of saving and Investment in the Indian Economy-1950-51 to 1962-63, Reserve 1964-65.

Bank of India Bulletin, March 1965.
GReserve Bank of India, Report on Currency and Finance, 1972-73. (1) The urban pattern is more unequal than the rural pattern; the con-
$National Council of Applied Economic Research, Urban Income and Saving: New Delhi, centration ratios for the two periods were 0.343 and 0.324 for the rural

1962. sector as against 0.401 and 0.459 in the urban sector.
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TABLE 4. PATTERN OF INGOME DISTRIBUTION IN INDIA ; OHANGES IN
CONCENTRATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN PERIOD I AND PERIOD II

perio Iperiod1 A decade of performance of

income_______- Industrial Development
rural sector 0.331 0.341 0.343 0.311 0.319 0.324

urbsu seotor 0.366 0392 0.401 0.361 0.448 0.469 B ank of India
al-India 0.854 0.371 0.876 0.338 0.375 0.82 By V. V. BHATT'
Nra . Period I refers to yearn 1953-54 and 1954-58 and Period II refers to years 193-64 and

1904-65.

(2) There has been a reduction in income inequality in the rural area in T HE Industrial Development Bank of its career-a phase of innovative acti-
India (IDBI) was set up in July 1964, vity in a variety of fields, particularly

period II as oompared to period I, while urban inequality seenm to have in. as a wholly owned subsidiary of the related to initiating and promoting
creased somewhat. Reserve Bank of India (RBI), in terms industrialisation over a wide front in

(3) The overa income distribution, as a result, became more un l in of the Industrial Development Bank the light of the country's development
perio he i veran in eriom i;tribution rauto l ba re uequ, mof India Act 1964, to (a) co-ordinate objectives.

period I-1 than in period I; the concentration ratio with regard to personal the activities of the other financial insti-
income increased from 0.376 to 0.382. The pattern of change with regard tutions (including commercial banks),
to disposable income was also similar. (b) supplement their resources, (c) plan 1-Insitbibal t-up prIor to DBI

and promote industries of key sigm- As a result of the deliberate and
(4) The share of the top deaile in personal incom rose from 35 percent ficance to the industrial structure and purposive efforts made by the Reserve

(d) adopt and enforce a system (iof Bako'ni n h oenet
in period I to 39 percent in period II. However, its share in disposable income rit7e ind otngfrhe r Bank ow India and the e a

rose from 34percent to over 35 percent; this probably indicates the effectiveness growth. tutions had emerged, prior to the set-
of tax measures in reducing inequality to some extent. A decade has elapsed since this in- ting up of IDBI, to cater to the requir

()The share of the bottom ton percent in personal income dec d istitution was set up. This is too short ments of term finance of the industrial
a period in the life of a development sector. The Industrial Finance Corpo-

period II as compared to period I but its share in disposable income and con- bank. But even in this brief span, the ration of India (IFCI) was the first

sumption remained the same in both the periods. Bank has established itself as an apex all-India financial institution set up in
development bank. Its attention till 19W to provide term finance to medium

(6) The shares of bottom 30 percent and next 50 per cent in personal the middle of 1970 was concentrated on and large sized industrial projects. This

income declined in period II as compared to period I whole that of top 20 per strengthening its organisational frame- was fol1owed by the setting up, at the

ent increased. In view of the margin of error involved in the basic d , work, establshing viable links with State level, of State Financial Corpora-
the other financial institutions, provid- tions (SFCs), one in each State, to

income distribution does not appear to have changed during this period of ing financial assistance to the strategic meet the needs of small and medium

a decade or so sectors of industry, and co-ordinating sectors of industry. The Industrial
and supplementing the activities of the Credit and Investment ,Corpration of

Of course, the number of households below the poverty line, defined in other term-financing institutions-tasks India (ICICI) was set up in 195 with
Varos ways seems to have increased in absolute magnitude though the pr-which are basic for the evolution of foreign participation under the aegis of

an all-India apex development bank. the World Bank. The Life Insurance
portion of such households in the total seems to have remained the same., A' Having attained a degree of maturity Corporation of India (LIC), set up

7Y. M. Dandokar and N. Rath, Poverty in India, Bonomic and Political WeekJy, January 2 in its functioning, the IDBI, with the in 190 as a result of nationalisa-
and 9, 1971, Bombay. change in its top management after tion of the existing life inranc

'P. D. A, Conguration of Indian Poverty, Reserve Bank of India BuVetin, January June 1970, entered into a new phase of copnes, rovided indu
1970, Bombay. concernswithriskcapitalaswell

OB. S. Minhm, Rural Poverty, Land Redistribution and Development, Indian Eonmi r hatt io the staf of EcomIc too werei ce er bak
Bekw April 1970, Delhi. Development Institute, World Bank, to engage to a limited extent in the feld

Washington D.C of term financing of industries; tis



Table I i Ae+a -- antom and dilsbursementa
(Re crores) There was thus need for a co-ordi- sions which would-reauire to be regulat.

nating machinery, which could estab- ed within the framewo-k of proper
Sanctions (Effective) UtIlIsation lish working relationship with the other monetary and credit management:

institutions and build a pattern of in- There was also a need to co-ordinate
Sr. Scheme Peri (econd Five Year id 96 ) erod ter-institutional co-operation that can the national credit polity with the pace
No. facilitate the evolution of a rational and and pattern of investment activity-a

Amount Per cent Amount Per cent Amount Per cent Amount Per cent cohesive structure of financial institu- task which falls within the proper
tions, adapted to the changing needs of sphere of responsibility of the Reserve

. Direct Assitance (includ- the emerging industrial structure with Bank. This arrangement has the ad-
I underwr~ItnguanddIrect its growing complexity of inter-relation- vantage of bringing together, under one

210.5 4G.4 230.8 32.2 87.5 37.7 114.1 23.2 ships. Further, a central development unified set up, the entire range of fin-
loans 82.1 30.7 140.1 19.6 84.4 36.4 41I0.4 22.3 institution was essential to provide ancial and credit institutions; it is only

3. Rediscounting of Bills .. 37.3 14.0 224.0 31.3 32.1 13.8 189.4 38.3 dynamic leadership in the task of pro- thus- that a unified and integrated ap-
4. Subscription to Sharm and moting a widely diffused and diversified, proacli I tfthe do11he ffznancial sys-

tutions . . 23.9 9.0 25.3 3.5 23.9 10.3 23.9 4.8 yet viable, process of industrialization. tem can be evolved. Thirdly, the Re-
Such then was the rationale for the serve Bank had for a long time been

Total of I to 4 .251.8 94.3 620.6 86.6 2278 98.2 438.6 88.6 establishment of the IDBI in July 1964 helping the Central and State Govern-

5. Exports (including as an apex development bank under the ments in evolving an appropriate struc.
refinance) . .. 15.3 5.7 96.3 13.4 4.1 1.3 56,3 114 Reserve Bank auspices. ture of financial institutions and had, in

TthlofI to 5 267.1 100.0 716,5 100To facilitate the performance of its Particular, played a dynamic role in set-

6.TGuarantelding_.2.7. 100.0 231.9 100.0 494.9 100.0 vital functions, the IDBI, unlike other ting up a complex of institutions.
. Guarantees (Including financial institutions, is not hampered In the world of the then Finance

for exports) .. .. 24.3 -~ 3.7 - - - - - by any statutory inhibitions and rigidi- Minister: "The Reserve Bank, I think,
SOURCE: IDI-Annual Repoties. The IDBI Act provides understand- is today the institution, which can

- Aeprt, 1974- ably for a considerable measure of ope- most appropriately guide a development
rational flexibility. The Bank has been bank of this kind. The Reserve Bank is,
empowered to finance all types of in- and I hope it will continue to be, free
dustrial concerns engaged in the from the pressure of political or other
manufacture and processing of goods, influences. It is in a position to take
mining, transport, generation and dis- purely objective view of our needs. I

activity of the commercial banks was II-RatI@e for tIe tablilliiit tribution of power in both the public have no doubt that under the auspices
facilitated by the provision of refinance of IDBI and the private sectors and irres- and with the assistance of the Reserve
by the Refnance Corporation for Indus- pective of the forms of their organiza- Bank, the Development Bank will be
try Ltd (RCI), which was set up under This institutional framework had tion. Ther e no restrictions as re- able to discharge its fairly onerous
the Reserve Bank auspices in 198.. doubtless served, with a fair degree of gards the natur and type of security burdens satlsfacrily."

Threwee ls Sat-one Idutra success, to meet the growing financial grstentr n yeo euiy bresstsatrl.
T ra- I s)ial needs of industrial growth. However, it that may be accepted from industrial It was therefore deemed desirable

Development Corporations (SIDCs) in a was felt that the totality of its contri- concerns. Nor are there any maxn um to have an institution legally separate
few States, which though operating pri- t at e te its o or minimum limits prescribed either for from the Reserve Bank but yet
marily as development agencies, also bution was not adequate in ters of assistance to a concern or for the size asomted with it Bagd bupevise
provided fnance to industry mainly by magnitude as well as the range and pat- of the concern itself. associat wit it to guide, supervise and

way of participation in share capital. In tern of financing for rapid and diversi- undertake the entire range of activi-

the small scale sector the National fled growth. Further, this framework ties relating to industrial finance. In.

Small Industries Corporation Ltd was lacked an effective mechanism to co- I1 -IDI: A sunliqpty of MIe deed, 'this close association of the

set up at an all-India level in 1N6, ordinate and integrate the functioning Reserve Bank IDBI with the Reserve Bank has helped

whic besides 'oviding term inance, of the diverse institutions in the feld. The IDBI was set up as a wholly the IDBI to a significant extent in over-

also imported machinery for sale on In the words of the then Finance M own" subsidiary of the Reserve Bank omin the problems of organisati

hire vurchae basis to amall setor ter, "where a long-term view is neces- with a common Board of Directors for a and personnel, facilitating its refnan,

dustries. The Unit Trust of India (UTI) sary and a certain amount of risk has to variety of reasons. The IDBI is in a ing, rediscounting and other operations

set up under the Reserve Ban aus- be taken, the existing institutions tend, sense a lender of the last resort and with the banks and the SFCs and evolv-

ces in February l9ft for moling by reason of their statutory obligations its role with regard to term finance is mg a structure of polcies appropriate
saving through an attractive fnancial and traditions, to be conservative, and in some respects akin to that of the Re- to the emerging monetary and econo-

instrument and channeling it into pro- cannot in any case be very helpful.", serve Bank in the field of short term mic situation. This feature of the e"Iv-
ductive investment through UTI's sub- 1 Extraot from the speen of the a nance. Secondly, with the passage of al ntiutions in Ind a add 4scription to shares and debentures of in- Mininterwhile introducing the IDBI bill in the time, the operations of the IDBI were
dustrial units. Lak Sabha on April 30, 1964. expected to assume considerable dimen- 2 Ibi.



Table i: Assistance eanctioned (effective) to units in specited backward districts broao policies in the feld of project nn -a new function pregnant with great
(Ra rOr) ancing are discussed and co-ordinated possibilities.

and action taken with regard to financial The IDBI under its Statute was ex-
First Fe-Yr Period Second 1%e-Yer Period and technical assistance on a consortium pected to play an active promotional

basis for large as well as medium pro- role for facilitating a widely diffused
speciaed Specified jects. process of viable industrialization. This

Total backward Per cent Total backward Per cent function was taken up by the IDBI in
districts districts For a number of small and mnedium 1970 after it attained a degree of matu-

projects all over the country, the IDBI ity in the field of development inance.
Direct Assistance@ .. .. 100.5, 14.4 13.3 230.7 104.0 45.1 performs its two roles-purveyor of For this purpose, it was essential for

supplementary resources and co-ordina- the IDBI set up to develop live and
Refinance .. .. . 82.1 16.0 19.5 140.1 40.8 29.1 tor-through its scheme of refinancing intimate contact with the economic

Bills Rediscounting .'. .. 37.3 5.A 13.9 224.0 3S.6 15.9 assistance and bil rediscountig assis- situation and Dotentialities in the diffe-
Tota *. . ,* 227. 356 156 59.8n10.4t0.3the commercial banks and the ren rgions and States of the ountry.Total ... 227.9 35.6 15.6 594.8 180.4 30.3 SFCs. These schemes have enabled the As a first step, therefore, the IDB

IDBI to facilitate industrialization in a Aspefrsnsed thr eflorie,-the each
@Excluding guarantee assistance SOURCE : IDBI Annual Report. 1974 large number of States and backward opid three re gional Ces-one eachlarg nuberof t~ts ad bckwrd n the Eastr Reion (Calcutta),

Table IlI Reface assstance to sm sca~ duitry areas. Southern Region (Madras) and the

(Effective sanctions In Rs crores) In the field of medium and long- Northern Region (New Delhi). Further,
term export financing, the IDBr again it has by now opened a branch office

First Five-Year Second Five-Year has been playing these two roles for practically each State.

Period (1964-69) Period (1969-74) through its scheme of refinancing banks' The second major step related to

No., Amount No. Amount assistance as well as direct participa- the identification of project ideas in
tion in export financing with the banks. backward areas. The IDBI has been
The IDBI has assumed the leadership keenly aware of the limitations of flnan-

1. Total Refinance .. .. ., 837 e2.1 9,016 14.1 role in this field by inducing, through cial and fiscal incentives in promoting
appropriate mechanisms, the banks and industrial development in backward

2. anc to small- ca operors 247 3.3 8,491 9. export houses to remain in live and close areas. It has been recognized that it
touch with the IDBI.3 would be essential to undertake con-

3. Percentage share of 2 in I .. 29.5 4.0 94.2 64.9T siderable amount of project work for
tThe IDBI is instrumental in stren- Lhis purpose. This work comprises (a)

SOURCE: IDB Annual Report, 1974 hening the financial structure of the identification of project ideas, (b) pre-
paration of preliminary feasibility

ing institutions through its subscription studies, (c) search for management andnew dimension to the theory and prac- fertilizer projects, four petro-chemical to their bonds and shares. To meet the entrepreneurial talents, (d) preparationtice of central banking. projects, two aluminium projects, two special assistance requirements of of detailed project reports, (e) manage-
alloy steel projects, four paper pro- "sick" enterprises the IDBI took the rial, technical and financial assistance
jects, five tire projects and two cement initiative in setting up in 1971 the In- for project implementation, (f) critical
projects. dustrial Reconstruction Corporation of evaluation of the project from the natio-Davel"i nt Bank India (IRCI). nal point of view, and (g) finally pro-

The IDBI has devised a variety of ject supervision.
mehanisms for performing its role as This function has been relevant Accordingly, the IDBI with the as-
an apex development bank. Such a not merely for large project It has as- sistance of other term-lending institu-
function involves for the IDBI granting sumed this function also for small pro- V-Prmofi" fenctim al tM IDBlions initiated surveys of backward
of substantial assistance and even the jects introducing new technology under The years 1970-7I and 197I-72 re- States in 1970 for the purpose of iden-
assumption of leadership role in some the leadership of new technician entre- presented a landmark in the evolving tifying specific project ideas in the light
cases. It has been assisting directly and preneurs. For example, the IDBI has role and functions of the IDBI. This of natural and other resources, demand
otherwise industrial projects in new assisted such projects in fields like tex- was a period of consolidation as well conditions and infrastructural facilities
fields-projects which because of tech- tiles, electronics and light engineering. as exploration. As a part of consolida- as would emerge over a period of nxt
nological compulsions are of a large The role of a co-ordinator at an all. tion, its structural-functional set-up five to ten years. So far eighteen such
size and require substantial capital in- India level is being performed through was streamlined and its methods and surveys have been completed; thesere-
vestment. In such cases, it has assumed the machinery of a monthly Inter-In- criteria sharpened. Exploration was late to all States/Union territories de-
a leadership role. For example, such stitutional Meeting comprising, under with regard to its promotional function marcated as backward by the Planning
" role has been played so far by the the IDBI leadership, LIC, UTI, IFCI 3 B Anu epot Commiin All the proet ideas thus
IDBI in connection with eight major and ICICI. It is at these meetings that I972. identified as well as others suggested



Table IV s Seuraw and uses of funds management of some identified project training to potential entrepreneurs and
ideas in the joint sector and providing managers; (d) preparation of detailed

(Rs crores) on the job training to potential mana- project reports and (e) provision of
gers who could take over the manage- technical and financial assistance on a

First Second Since inception ment function after a stated period of consortium basis to projects that are
five five upto end of time. ripe for implementation. So far, such
years_ _yearsJune,_1974_The IDBI on its own cannot under- groups have been formed in 16 States

5's. take all the different tasks related to To facilitate this work, the idea of
I. Increase In paid-up capital 20.00 30.00 50.00 project work. A new move hence was settlng up a jointly and fin-

(7.7) (5.2) (np1) initiated to bring together State-level anced Technical Consultancy Service
2. Increase In reservesisurplus 1. .. .. 29.45 financial institutions like SFC, SIDC Centre (TCSC) for each State by the

3.9 3.i3 (3.5) SIIC, the "lead" banks in the States, Inter-Institutional Group evolved as a. Borrowings . .. . . 51.27 2 2 M7.9 State Government Industries Depart- logical extension of the Inter-Institu-
4. Repayments by borrowers, sale/redemption of (.7) 4 ment and the term-lending institutions tional Group idea. The functions of the

investments like the IFCI, the ICICI and the ARC Group would be performed by this Tech-
(a) Direct assistance .. .. .. .. .56.0 under the leadership of the IDBI to nical Consultancy Service Centre. Sur-

) (9dr3) 9).. .. .. ..' form an Inter-Institutionl Group. This veys of industrial possibilities and iden-
(265te (35.3 (33.2) Group is expected to take decisions with tification of project ideas cannot be a5. Others .5.. 21 .. 2737 regard to appropriate arrangements fOr once for all affair; it has to be a con-

6. Cash a liquid resources . 14.58 - undertaring the following functions: tinuous process that can be initiated by
(2.5) (a) identification and discussion of pro- the setting up of a TCSC. A refresher

Total 259.61 580,93 82 jeet ideas; (b) preparation of prelimi- course in entrepreneurial and manage-
(1000) (100.0) (10.0) nary feasibility studies of identified pro- rial training can be devised in the light

(ect ideas; (c) search for entrepreneurial of the character of the potential entre-
Uses talent and provision of appropriate preneurs and managers in each State

1. Disbursement of assistance -
(a) Direct assistance .. .. .. 87.53 150,63 238.16

(b) Indirect assistance .. .. 2 8 . Table V: IDBI assistance (sanctions): Shares of various sctorsgroups

2. Aepayment of borrowings from Government . 33.3 July 1964--June 1974
(5.5) (3,8) (Proportion per cent)

3. Others .. .. .. .. . ______.____3.66

4. Cash and liquid resources.. .. .. .. ! 4 Direct Direct Direct
(5.6) (2,4) (1.7) Assistance +Refinance +Refinance

+Bills
Total 259.61 580.93 825,96 Rediscounting

(100.0) (100.0) (100.0)

SOURCE IDBI Annual Report, 1974.. .. 55.1
2. Public sector .. .. .. .. 3.1 -

3. joint sector .. .. .. . 38.4

4. Co-operative sector ., . .. 3.4 -

5. New technician oriented enterprises .. 1.1 - -
by a variety of other institutions ar mes, the financial institutions have com- 6. busine hoes 343 224
compiled, processed and published in the missioned feasibility studies for 17 .Lrg________... ._4__4_.
form of a Hand Book. different projects in Eastern India. 7/ Units in specified backward districts 34.9 31.2 26.2

Several of these ideas have been The search for potential entrepre-
discussed with the respective State Gov- neurs is also engaging the attention of 8. Small scale - 16.0 -
ernments. Of these, 48 projects involv- the IDBI and it has suggested suitable 9. Medium scale 22,9 36.0
ing capital cost of Rs 171.5 crores are entrepreneurial/managerial training
in the process of implementation and 15 programmes for tential entrepreneurs 10. Large scale .. .. .. .. 77.1 48.0
projects with a cost of Rs 284.9 crores in some States. , the IDBI is in
are being processed by the financial in- touch with the SIDCs in some States Total .. .. .. .. .. 100.0 100.0 t00,0
stitutions for assistance. For crystalliz- as well as some business houses for
ing the other ideas into concrete sche- undertaking the implementation and SOURCE: IDBI Annual Report, 1974.



effective training of managerial per- lem, the IDBI may have to set up, with
and this work as well as the work of cial institutions. The IDS cof!ects on sonnel who could take over the man- the assistance of the other institutions

information from - agement function from them within a in the field, a management consultancyproect studies can be undertaken by a a regular basis inrst om e. stated period. Further, these houses service centre both at the al-India andresearch institute sponsored by the search Laboratories in respect of new should be induced 'to identify small State-levels. In any case, with theInter-Institutional Group, processes/products developed by them scale project ideas in the fields that are growing number of assisted projectsThese ideas were discussed in some and this information is being circulated ancillary to their own large projects and the compleity of the task of effec-
of the States that sought IDBI's advice to entrepreneurs through the State-level andindury ao ssist newar ntpres t e ctpe ion t s neces-
inti- atra eiasognsdb IEIGs. and induce and assist new entrepre- tive project supervision, it is neces.-
in this matter at seminars organised by sneurs to undertake them with the sup- sary to initiate action with regard tothe IDBI. As a result, this process has VI-Taks ahed port of the financial institutions. Entre- the setting up of effective machinery
been initiated in Kerala, Bihar and The major tasks of the IDBI in preneurial/managerial talents are scarce for the purpose of in-depth study and
North Eastern India and once these ex the next few years would be related and it would not be desirable to let supervision of difficult and complex
periments promise to be succea , it to the new initiatives it has taken since the available talents lapse into acti- projects that face or are likely to face
may be possible to iitiate action on 1970 with regard to its promotional vity; they need to be tapped and har- some problems.
these lines in other States. role and functions. This Promotional nessed to attain the social objectives of The structure and functioning of a

The work of detailed project-making function is of vital significance from activating latent talents in potential development bank have to have a built-
is complex in a number of industry the point of view of promoting a via- entrepreneurs/managers. Again, the in capacity to respond to new challen-
fields and it may not be possible for ble yet widely diffused process of business houses as well as the ges. Without such innovative ability,
TCSCs or the technical staff of the in- industrialisation in the country, parti- lead banks should be induced to make men as well as institutions decay and
stitutions to undertake such work on cularly in the backward areas and dist- available managerial/technical talents stagnate. This ability has to be delibe-
their own. Besides, this work involves ricts. For ensuring continuity of work with them for the purpose of identify- rately nurtured by a dynamic manage-
the development of design skills that relating to the various facets of the ing and implementing such project com- ment set-up and for this purpose it is
are rare in this country as most of the project cycle beginning from identifi- plexes in the districts as have percep- essential to evolve a group within the
major projects have been designed so cation of project ideas, it would be tible impact on employment, living IDBI and the Reserve Bank for a con-
far with the assistance of foreign tech- essential to set up, under tne auspices standards, nutrition and incomes. These tinuous review and appraisal of its
nical know-how. of the State-level IIGs, TCSC, on t~he project complexes should be related tc functions. The research function with-

Froin both these points of view- pattern of Kerala, Bihar and North- traditional skills and occupations that in the IDBI needs to be strengthened
viz, (a) facilitating the work of the Eastern India in the other States. Other can be upgraded with the assistance for the purpose in co-operation with
institutions in the field of preparation institutional mechanisms like entrepre- of managerial/technical talents from the Reserve Bank and particularly with
of detailed project-reports and (b) the neurial training programme, develop- the modern sector without involving its Economic Department/Department
active promotion of such skills in the ment centre and area development cor- large capital or foreign exchange ex- of Statistics. Finally, the IDBI should
country, it would be necessary to en- poration for intensive district develop- penditure. continue to function as an independent
courage private consultancy services in ment would be necessary and the con- The IDB's insistence in project institution, immune from the shifting
this field and associate them with the cerned State Governments will have financing is on (a) the economic viabi- 3pportunistic pressures of competitive
promotional task of the development to be induced to set up these mecha- lity of the project and (b) its sound politics; it is essential, for this reason
banks. For this purpose, the IDBI, in nisms with the active assistance of the management. It has been IDBIs ex. as well as for maintaining the integra-
consultation with the other term-lending State IIGs. 2  perience so far that many projects, tion and cohesiveness of the financial
institutions, has prepared a list of avail- The real problem is likely to be otherwise viable, fail to provide expec- structure, that the IDBI should continue
able technical consultancy services in with regard to the management of ted benefits simply because of lack of to remain within the Reserve Bank set-
the country and has made it available identified projects. In view of the lick efficiency in management. Again, the up. A vital institutional innovation
to all State-level institutions including of experienced managerial personnel search for entrepreneurs/managers for introduced by a far-sighted Finance
"lead" banks so that they may be able in several States-a lack that cannot the new projects in backward areas or Minister should be carried forward and
to avail of the benefit of these techmcal be made good by mere public sector districts, identified by the IDBI, poses not tampered with for short-sighted
consultancy services. ownership-some way of harnessing the the same problem. To tackle this prob- political advantage.

This will facilitate the work of these available talents for the purpose o pro-
institutions in the field of preparation ject implementation and on the job
of preliminary feasibility studies and de- training of potential entrepreneurs/
tailed project reports as well as in the manager5 would have to be found.
task of project supervision. The IDBI Established business houses would need
also maintains a list of professional to be approached for the purpose to
managerial personnel from various in- ensure effective management o,, iden-
stitutions/organizations who are prepar- tified projects in the joint sector and
ed to assist new projects in backward
areas. This is done with a view to locat-
ing suitable talents foor specific jobs with 2 See IEDBl Financial CnMtitutions and
regard to projects that are identified and Easnomie Development, Bombay, Feuary COMMERCE ANNUAL NUMBER 1974
are likely to be assisted by the finan- 1 7,pp. 69-91.
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